Fluid dynamic models as a guide to determine prosthetic heart valve diameter.
The diameter of prosthetic heart valves is usually chosen according to the anatomic annulus size as determined during open-heart surgery. Therefore, this approach does not take into account the dimensional changes induced by heart pathology and surgical procedures. In addition, current practice fails to consider the variations of heart dimensions due to hemodynamic improvement following valve replacement. Here we suggest a method to determine the appropriate prosthesis diameter according to the hemodynamic features of the patient, to its kind of activity, and to the type of prosthesis. Assuming that the pressure drop across a valve can be calculated as delta p = apv 2/2, and considering the variation of blood flow with time and its change induced by frequency, it is possible to obtain the relationship between pressure drop and prosthetic valve diameter. The results obtained with this analytical method have been plotted on diagrams which allow the graphical determination of the proper valve diameter.